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1. Introduction

Anyone who is to some extent familiar with the German welfare state probably knows
about the Bundesknappschaft, established in 1969, and its successor, the Deutsche
Rentenversicherung Knappschaft-Bahn-See, established in 2005. While the former pro-
vided a package of social insurance benefits exclusively to miners – and, thus, was one
of the few strictly sector-specific carriers of statutory health and pension insurance – the
latter is now free to contract with everybody, not only with miners, railroaders, and
shippers as its name implies.1 Presumably less known are both of these social insurance
institutions’ direct organizational forerunners, to which they can be traced for their very
origins in mediaeval times. This study examines one of these forerunners: the various
Knappschaftsvereine (Knappschaft funds, or simply KVs2 in the following) of the sec-
ond half of the nineteenth and the early twentieth centuries.3 These mining-specific
insurance funds, which had emerged from purely charitable associations of religious
origin, existed throughout the various German mining areas. These funds insured their

1 Actually, there is no natural translation of the terms Bundesknappschaft and Deutsche Renten-
versicherung-Knappschaft-Bahn-See. As for non-German readers, however, we might call them
“Federal Knappschaft” (for the term Knappschaft itself see the following footnote) and “German
Mining-Railway-Sea Pension Fund.” Precisely, the Deutsche Rentenversicherung Knappschaft-
Bahn-See is now the second pillar of the German statutory old-age insurance, besides the Deutsche
Rentenversicherung Bund (“German Federal Pension Fund”). It was recently, in 2005, that the Bun-
desknappschaft merged with the Bahnversicherungsanstalt (social insurance for the railroad sector)
and the Seekasse (health insurance for the shipping sector) into the new provider; see Bartels et al.
(2009), pp. 195–208, and Klenk (2008), pp. 125–126.

2 To clarify: Knappschaften is plural, and Knappschaft is singular. I use the abbreviation “KV” (sin-
gular) or “KVs” (plural) according to the German term Knappschaftsverein(e). It is not possible – at
least not to the best of my knowledge – to translate the term into an accurate English expression;
“miners’ fund” would probably do it. The term itself relates to the mediaeval German term for min-
er, the Knappe. When I speak of “the Knappschaft,” I always refer to the Knappschaft institution –
the basic idea behind the fund(s) and not a particular fund taken as an organization.

3 The timely gap between the KVs and the Bundesknappschaft is closed, on the one hand, by the
Reichsknappschaft, which was established in 1923 and continued to operate until 1945, and, on the
other hand, by the few self-standing Bezirksknappschaften (district Knappschaft funds), into which
the Reichsknappschaft was split during the immediate post-war years; see Lauf (1994), pp. 201–
204.
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members against the major risks of life, including invalidity, sickness, survivorship, and
old-age (i.e., longevity). Related insurance benefits – lifetime pensions and short-term
payments such as daily sick pay, among others – were combined in a single package.4

The origin of the Knappschaft institution lies in the Middle Ages, when miners began
to form mutual associations to collectively deal with contingencies like temporary or
permanent incapacity to work and, thus, to earn one’s living and to provide for one’s
household. As nineteenth- and early twentieth-century contemporaries of the KVs be-
lieved, the emerging collective action directed towards risk provision was due, essen-
tially, to the unique character of the profession itself and to the highly developed sense
of solidarity among miners, isolating mining from other economic activities.5 The Ger-
man miners’ funds, increasingly spreading over areas with resource deposits and char-
acterized by the principle of charity, had then been under the patronage of the sover-
eign’s administration during the absolutist-mercantilist era. Finally, KVs were conver-
ted from charitable or, respectively, state-run organizations into insurance funds thanks
to the Prussian mining reform of 1851–1865, which significantly contributed to estab-
lishing a new liberal economic order regarding all kinds of mining activities.6 The sem-
inal New Knappschaft Law of 1854 and, later, the Prussian General Mining Law of
1865 essentially shaped the miners’ job-related social insurance system and re-
established the KVs as publicly-licensed, but self-administered insurance providers.
Membership in a fund would provide a miner with a conditional promise that he would
receive a certain insurance benefit of pre-defined amount in the event of certified sick-
ness or invalidity. Ensuring that this exchange took place was the KV’s – or, more accu-
rately, the KV’s management’s – responsibility. In return, a miner paid regular social
insurance contributions to complete the transfer of insured risks to the KV. The KVs
were still kind of mutual insurance organizations in that the various local memberships,
together with mine owners, managed the funds, though within the limits of the states’
regulations and without owning property rights in the funds.7

4 I prefer the term “invalidity” over the term “disability.” The terms may, however, be used inter-
changeably.

5 See, for example, von der Heyden-Rynsch (1881), p. 259, and Köhne (1915), p. 5.
6 See Fischer (1961a).
7 As emphasized, the underlying definition of what “insurance” might be is chosen to be fairly specif-
ic here. In a broader economic sense, the essence of “insurance” certainly is that it enables a risk-
averse individual to exchange an uncertain and potentially high loss in the future for a small certain
loss in the present; see, for example, Arrow (1996) on this. Whaples and Buffum (1991), for exam-
ple, provide an overview of the different ways of provision against risks. Moreover, the coexistence
of several different forms of provision against the risks of sickness or invalidity – through the state
or through governmental agencies, individual care, collective mutual action, and the market – has
been termed in the literature “the mixed economy of welfare.” Surely, such a mixed economy of
welfare existed in Germany at the time, and the KVs were part of it; see, for example, Harris and
Bridgen (2007), p. 1, and Pons Pons and Vilar Rodriguez (2011), p. 72.
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Given their purpose and character, KVs might remind the reader of friendly societies
and other related mutual funds, more intensively discussed in the economic-historical
literature. KVs, however, were different in some important aspects. First, miners were
obligated to join the local KV that was in charge of the area in which their workplace
was situated – that is, membership was mandatory; this, in particular, meant that ad-
verse selection as a basic insurance problem did not play a role for KVs unless, of
course, it was a matter of choice of profession.8 Second, the benefit package that the
KVs were obligated by law to provide was, at least, qualitatively more extensive in the
sense that it combined daily sick pay, medical treatment and funeral benefits with life-
time invalidity and survivorship pensions. Third – and this fact provides the basis for
the “connecting tissue” of this study – contemporary observers of the KVs seem to have
focused on whether financial stability could be improved by exploiting economies of
scale – all else being equal –, rather than, as contemporary observers of friendly socie-
ties in Britain and North America suggested, by improving the actual pricing techniques
used at the time. The central research question of this study – which will be outlined
below – is essentially motivated by the fact that there was this intense discussion among
observers of the KVs – and that the importance of scale was at its centre.
Several scholars have, so far, emphasized the KVs’ importance as an early – presum-

ably the earliest – social insurance scheme. The KVs had already been in operation for
more than two decades when Bismarckian worker insurance came into existence in
1883 as their “counterpart” on the national level. According to Varnas (1947), Köhler
and Zacher (1982), Tampke (1982) and Geyer (1985, 1992), for example, the great
achievement of Bismarckian insurance was to make the advantages of insurance availa-
ble to a larger circle of workers, selectively directed at first towards those in industry. It
was, however, not the Gesetz betreffend die Krankenversicherung der Arbeiter (Health
Insurance Law) of June 15, 1883 that formally invented and established social insurance
– or the insurance business in general, for that matter.9 Instead, “insurance,” in the nar-
row sense of the word, already existed as an economic innovation and a technology to
satisfy people’s and businesses’ needs for future financial security in the face of omni-
present uncertainty. As such, it emerged, at the latest, around the middle of the nine-
teenth century, in the private commercial (life insurance) sphere, as well as in the
sphere of sector-specific social insurance (mining, railroad, and shipping).10 Initially the
focus was on protection against sickness and incapacity to work, including the conse-

8 For the idea behind adverse selection, see Akerlof’s seminal 1970 paper on the “market for lem-
ons.” Applications to economic history include, for example, Murray (2005) and Gottlieb (2007).

9 See Varnas (1947), p. 59, Köhler and Zacher (1982), p. 22, Tampke (1982), pp. 71–74, Geyer
(1985), p. 96, and Geyer (1992), pp. 1 046–1 047.

10 See Borscheid and Drees (1988), pp. 3–49, for a short history of the insurance business in Germa-
ny, including social insurance. Furthermore, see Montz (2010) and Sulzer (2010) for the most re-
cent studies about the occupational systems for the railroad and shipping sectors. Pearson (1997)
provides an international perspective.
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quences of work-related accidents; protection against the consequences of unexpected
longevity, of survivorship and of unemployment appeared on the national agenda only
in the early twentieth century.11 Moreover, besides those scholars mentioned, Wagner-
Braun (2002) brings particular attention to the KVs’ historical and economic im-
portance as the definitive pioneers of compulsory membership.12 Finally, according to
Hennock (2006) who wrote, among other things, on the emerging German and British
welfare states in comparative perspective, entrepreneur Carl Ferdinand Stumm recom-
mended several times, in the late 1870s, that politicians should seriously consider
adopting the miners’ insurance model for all employees in the industrial sector.13 Obvi-
ously, all countries that, to one extent or another, adopted the tradition of the Bismarck-
ian welfare state have been influenced somewhat indirectly by the German miners’
insurance model.
Against the historical background of the KVs’ significance in the emergence of the

German welfare state, researchers have made only limited efforts to understand this
welfare institution in more detail and, thus, have neglected a crucial piece of German
insurance history. This impression manifests all the more when we consider, in particu-
lar, approaches that would apply economics’ methodology to filter out important in-
sights into the KVs’ historical development and its broader implications. This study
helps fill that research gap by focusing on a particular issue that to explore demands
some baseline (insurance) economics: the observable process of internal and, especially,
external concentration among the KVs that began in the earlier 1870s and that culmi-
nated in the foundation of the Reichsknappschaft in 1923, which replaced the locally-
organized and state-regulated funds with one national-level institution.
Before proceeding with the central research question that picks up this point, I like to

address questions that may immediately have come to the reader’s mind after these first
introductory words: What precisely was the KVs’ nature? Were those funds really car-
riers of a social insurance system – thus, may be appropriately called “social insurance
funds” – or were they not, rather, kind of mutual insurance organization (Gegenseitig-
keitsversicherer) in a private market? These questions touch on an important, yet – at
this very early stage – not satisfactorily assessable, issue. Clearly, the nature of the
KVs’ insurance determines the theoretical and empirical concepts that do or do not
matter in this particular context. Thus, one needs to know more about the KVs’ nature
before the way the analysis can be or should not, under all circumstances, be conducted
can be properly specified. Unfortunately, I can answer these questions properly only

11 This holds for Germany – or the German Kaiserreich – as well as for a set of states that had begun
to implement social policies for the masses, shortly after Germany made the initial step in 1883.
Lindert (1994) and Cutler and Johnson (2004) explain the emergence of the late nineteenth- and
early twentieth-century welfare state(s) with reference to a set of theories and quantitative meth-
ods.

12 See Wagner-Braun (2002), pp. 32–33.
13 See Hennock (2007), pp. 87–88.
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after having introduced the institutional design KVs were embedded in. What I can do
right now, however, is to stress my opinion about the KVs’ nature: In my view, they can
indeed be called the carriers of an early social insurance system, which distinguishes
them in some way from what “mutual insurance organization” commonly means, at
least in my perception. The remaining part of this introductory chapter might evoke a
picture of KVs that is in contradiction to what is commonly seen in connotation with
“social insurance,” So, for example, I will provide some anecdotal evidence on the fact
that KVs seem to have specified risk loadings as part of the contribution payment. This
instrument of risk policy may rather be associated with commercial insurance, but not
social insurance. Just one remark: KVs seem, indeed, to show up as hybrids. Yet, a
basic characteristic that makes the mutual insurance organization “mutual” – policy-
holders own the organization such that they are at the same time the supplier of their
insurance coverage – was definitely not fulfilled in the KVs’ case.

1.1. Central research question and scope

Concentrating on the Prussian miners’ KVs’ experience over the formative period of
the German welfare state, 1854 to 1923, the central research question is straightforward:
Was there a minimum efficient or even optimal scale of operation, and, depending on
the nature of economies of scale, was the proclaimed “cleaning of the market” by ab-
sorptions of KVs efficient in retrospect? The broader aim of this research is to evaluate
the merger and liquidation wave among the Prussian Knappschaften beyond what his-
torical research has hitherto done. Once we have examined what information on scale
(dis)advantages is hidden in the data, we can relate this information to three important
questions in this context: First, what does the evidence tell us about the efficiency of the
insurance arrangement carried by KVs? Second, how does the evidence relate to the
important discussion in the contemporary literature on the costs and benefits of
Knappschaft insurance – a discussion centering on the claim that, ultimately, efficiency
and survival of the miners’ insurance was a function of KV size? Third, how does the
evidence relate to the concentration process among KVs as it factually took place? Put
differently, is there a picture emerging that is consistent with the traditional reading of
the KVs’ history, or does this fresh view on the KVs’ struggle for optimality suggest a
different reading? As to provide the reader with a prospect, in my opinion, evidence
will suggest the latter.
This study’s observation period covers the years during which the landscape of

Knappschaft insurance was characterized, on the one hand, by the switch to insurance in
the more narrow sense of the concept (see above) and, on the other hand, by many op-
erating funds, or fragmentation. It has to be pointed out, though, that the “statistical
observation period” – i.e., the period for which data are available – is 1861–1920. The
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reason why to focus on the Prussian KVs primarily is fourfold: First, it was the Prussian
state that initiated the influential reform of the mining law that subsequently spread
across almost every German state; second, the Prussian KVs covered roughly 90 per-
cent of German miners at the time; third, they were, statistically and with respect to
contemporary secondary sources, the relatively best-documented funds; and, fourth,
these KVs showed a clear consolidation process until 1923 that, nonetheless, leaves
enough variation – basically in fund size – to perform serious, quantitative, mass data-
based tests. Although Bavarian and Saxon Knappschaft insurance saw notable consoli-
dation as well, variation with respect to size was smaller.
It seems helpful here to illustrate the stylized historical facts that this study takes as

its starting point for research. Therefore, Figure 1.1 depicts the (statistical) beginning of
KVs in 1861. Reported are the number of KVs, the number of working members (“con-
tributors”), and the number of pensioners as consisting of invalids and survivors. All
quantities are depicted by classes of KV size.14

Figure 1.1: The Prussian KVs’ starting position in 1861: Number of funds, of con-
tributors, and of pensioners by size class

Sources: My own calculations based on Ministerium für Handel, Gewerbe und öffentliche Arbeiten
(1861–1878).

As of 1861, two stylized facts stand out: First, Prussian KVs initially covered around
119 000 working members and 21 000 pensioners. Second, KVs were distributed very
unequally over size classes; most KVs were rather small, and the overwhelming number
– namely 48 of 71 funds – operated below a size of 1 000 working miners. However,

14 KV size is measured in terms of contributors; see Chapter 3.
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the largest five KVs alone accounted for about 55 percent of contributors (or 56 percent
of overall members including inactive pensioners).
In addition, Figure 1.2 illustrates the consolidation process among Prussian, as well

as Bavarian and Saxon, KVs. The net reduction in the number of operating Prussian
funds, which set in at the beginning of the 1870s and lasted until the formation of the
Reichsknappschaft, resulted from a combination of mergers (absorptions may be a more
accurate term) and liquidations, thus apparently a kind of selection process.15 At the
same time, however, the number of working miners insured in Prussian, Bavarian and
Saxon KVs climbed from about 119 000 (from 1861 onwards), 5 000 (from 1871 on-
wards) and 9 700 (from 1868 onwards), respectively, to more than one million in Prus-
sian, 20 600 in Bavarian and 51 400 in Saxon KVs; counting insured pensioners, too,
would, of course, push covered membership further up (around 1 340 000 or, respec-
tively, 25 000 and 69 500 in 1920). Hence, against the background of a continuously
growing aggregate membership, directly reflecting the mining sector’s growth in terms
of employment, more and more insurants were obviously distributed among fewer in-
surance carriers, and the average size among KVs climbed up.

Figure 1.2: The development of the number of Prussian, Bavarian and Saxon KVs

Sources:My own calculations based on Ministerium für Handel, Gewerbe und öffentliche Arbeiten
(1861–1878), Ministerium für öffentliche Arbeiten (1879–1889), Ministerium für Handel
und Gewerbe (1890–1922), and Oberbergamt München (1873–1921), and Königliches
Finanzministerium Sachsen (1870–1872) and (1873–1921).

15 According to Kling (2006), who addresses the first merger wave among German firms before the
First World War, we might speak in this context of the first social insurance fund merger wave in
German history.
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The one issue that motivates this study, besides the concentration phenomenon that we
do not yet fully understand, is the historical debate in the literature among contempo-
rary observers of the KVs, who discussed the funds’ operations primarily in the context
of some perceived major “design flaws.” In this respect, the contemporary literature
mirrors the steady attempt to not only identify those flaws, but to also seek solutions or
improvements to the implemented institutional order – above all, external concentra-
tion. To make a long story short: Too many KVs were perceived as too small to provide
sustainable insurance. In addition, complicating the whole story, the bundling of pen-
sion insurance and sickness insurance in one fund per location was perceived as inferior
to separate provision in two self-standing funds. This, argument goes, prevented KVs
from establishing the optimal-sized fund for each class of insurance – sizes that were
proclaimed to be different for sickness and pension insurance. Contemporary critics
unanimously supported the observable concentration process, which supposedly sorted
out financially or actuarially unviable funds and, perhaps, led to the rescue of the funds
that deserved to be rescued. Throughout the observation period, these critics even went
beyond defending the observable process and demanded a still higher degree of concen-
tration beyond what had been actually realized.
Although the KVs’ quantitative account clearly reveals that the KVs’ history at the

time was, essentially, a history of concentration, the compiled statistical frameworks on
them have – to my astonishment – not been used to date as an academic source to trace
and evaluate the KVs’ and, what is more, their observers’ “quest for optimal scale.”
There was actually one circumstance, also obvious from the statistics, that forced

KVs into action and observers into thinking, and that, thus, initialized and motivated the
search for the optimal institutional design of the entire insurance system: Economic
dependency continually increased; put differently, the KVs’ memberships aged. To
illustrate this stylized fact, Figure 1.3 portrays the development of the number of eco-
nomically dependent pensioners per 100 contributors, derived as annual cross-KV aver-
ages.
The average number of invalids (survivors) per 100 contributors per KV increased

from about four (14) dependent pension recipients to 14 (more than 25) in 1913; this
equals an overall growth by 357 percent regarding invalids and around 181 percent, at
the least, regarding survivors. There is reason to conclude that KVs were under massive
pressure from a continuously rising proportion of pensioners, precisely because they
applied what is commonly known as pay-as-you-go (PAYG) financing (in contrast to
funding; Umlage and Kapitaldeckung). This underlying circumstance was all the more
relevant because KVs used to pay out pensions until death in the event of both invalidi-
ty of a miner and survivorship of a miner’s wife. Thus, KVs effectively covered the risk
of longevity and, therefore, implicitly provided old-age coverage.16

16 The KVs’ collective solidarity – within their respective memberships, but also across memberships
– “was going to be tested”, so to say; see Pearson (2002) and Pearson (2003), p. 51. I refer here to
the title of Pearson’s paper on English mutual fire insurance.
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Figure 1.3: Average number of invalids and survivors per 100 contributors (Prussia)

Sources: My own calculations based on Ministerium für Handel, Gewerbe und öffentliche Arbeiten
(1861–1878), Ministerium für öffentliche Arbeiten (1879–1889), and Ministerium für
Handel und Gewerbe (1890–1922).

This study should not be understood as arguing that the economic, social, and political
conditions in the nineteenth- and early twentieth-century, in which the KVs were em-
bedded, were the same as in today’s industrialized economies with their advanced – or
should we, at least, say matured – social security systems. Since the KVs were job-
related, mining-specific factors probably were an important source of financial chal-
lenges (e.g., financial shocks due to massive accidents; exhaustion of resource deposits
and, thus, structural decline of a mining area; and worsening geological conditions be-
cause of an increasing average depth). Nonetheless, by answering the central research
question as it stands, this empirical study identifies parallels to modern economies in
terms of the basic fundamental economic problem of creating a viable social insurance
system that would provide efficient and lasting insurance coverage.17 The question of
what might be the optimal scale at which to target insurance operations – whether or not
that optimal scale could be realized or whether it existed at all – worried KVs and con-

17 That KVs still are a quite neglected piece of German insurance history becomes exemplarily clear
when taking a look at Arps (1965), whose book Auf sicheren Pfeilern – Deutsche Versicherungs-
wirtschaft vor 1914 still seems to be the most comprehensive and, thus, standard historical account
on the subject matter. He mentions the Knappschaft only four times – first and foremost in the
context of Stumm’s proposition of factory worker insurance along the lines of the KVs. This fact
would not be that astonishing if he did not address Bismarckian social insurance either. But, in-
deed, there are separate chapters on Reich sickness, accident, and invalidity insurance.
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temporary observers, including the regulator. Today, that same question tends to worry
researchers, politicians, regulators, and lobbyists for various, perhaps conflicting, rea-
sons.

1.2. The historical discussion about the appropriate fund
size

A closer look at what I call the “historical discussion of the appropriate fund size,” a
look that goes beyond the notes in the previous subchapter, is inevitable for the subject
matter.18 The following concise overview discusses some anecdotal evidence; the over-
view is inevitably selective. However, I believe that the quotes presented are representa-
tive enough to provide an understanding of the discussion’s bottom line. What might
strike the reader after few lines as problematic is the fact that the historical discussion
lacks counter-arguments. In fact, it was quite one-sided. Contemporary observers did
not conduct a true discussion in the sense of weighing advantages and disadvantages.
Rather, they – whether researchers, Knappschaft officials, or some kind of members’
advocates – agreed with one other that their basic arguments about “design flaws” were
correct. As a result, the contemporary literature does contain significant repetition and
redundancy, not to mention a set of unproven assertions.
This overview begins with the “essence” of the contemporary observers’ complaints,

namely the important design flaws or structural deficiencies identified by them. Note
that, for the most part, design flaws were identified with reference to Prussian KVs’
experience, although they were of practical concern to the German Knappschaft institu-
tion as a whole. The essential flaws identified by observers were:

(1) KVs were too many in number and reflected a highly unequal size distribution
(“fragmentation” design flaw);

(2) KVs were used to provide pension and sickness insurance “out of one hand,”
which prevented them from creating efficient KV sizes in each insurance sec-
tion (“different efficient size” or “compound insurance” design flaw);

(3) If KVs engaged in mergers to partly overcome flaw (1), either voluntarily or
under pressure from the industry regulator, their engagement was not suffi-
cient to contribute to the stability of the whole insurance system (“insufficient
merger activity” design flaw);

18 This subchapter contains sections of the articles “Old times, better times? German miners’
Knappschaften, Pay-as-you-go Pensions, and Implicit Rates of Return, 1854-1913” and “Insur-
ance, size, and exposure to actuarial risk: Empirical evidence on nineteenth- and twentieth-century
German Knappschaften;” see Jopp (2011b) and (2012a). Moreover, this section, as well as other
parts of the study, includes a number of direct quotations. All translations from German are my
own; see this study’s long version (Jopp 2012b) for the German originals.
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(4) Due to their choice of PAYG financing – or, alternatively, the absence of a
strong regulator who would have prescribed full pre-funding of present and fu-
ture liabilities – KVs were seen as incapable of keeping benefit promises to
the ready-to-retire membership once made to them during their working years
(“securing of benefits” or “PAYG” design flaw);

(5) The different treatment of members with more rights and those with fewer
rights that many KVs perpetuated was judged unjust and misleading (“unes-
tablished miners” design flaw);

(6) Since the bottom line of KV operations was that any working member who
was willing to relocate to another KV’s area lost his accumulated entitlements,
free spatial movement of labor was de facto restricted (“portability of entitle-
ments” design flaw); and

(7) The design of the KVs often offered members incentives to feign illness and to
claim sickness benefits in excess of what was actuarially appropriate (“simula-
tion” design flaw).

All of these complaints – which had already been voiced at the beginning of the KVs’
new insurance era after the Prussian General Mining Law of 1865 and were steadily
revived thereafter – were finally legally addressed by the important 1906 reform of the
basic regulations, but with a delay of four decades (see Chapter 2 for details). In the
following, I concentrate on design flaws (1) to (3), but address also flaw (7).19

As one of the earliest observers, Julius Hiltrop argued in 1869 that many KVs were,
on the one hand, too small to ensure actuarial stability of their pension insurance
scheme and, on the other hand, too large to successfully control for moral hazard in
their health insurance scheme:

“Of greatest importance for a KV’s usefulness and efficiency, however, is its size. The more
members a KV has, […], the more solid will it become in view of granting benefits and over-
coming challenges. […] The basic evil, rather, is the preposterous fusion of health and pension
insurance; a KV’s size may be too large for it as provider of health insurance and too small for
it as provider of pension insurance.”20

19 Regarding point (4), which has, in the opinion of contemporaries, something to do with KV size as
well, I refer the reader to the long version of this study, where I consider that point in more detail;
see Jopp (2012b). Furthermore, due to the fact that many of the selected quotes contain implica-
tions on more than just one issue, it seems not appropriate to me to introduce separate subsections
(indicated explicitly by four subheadings) and process the anecdotal evidence strictly separately.
Besides, I am aware that the reader may wish at one point or another to have more institutional
knowledge at hand to better classify the evidence. However, since I faced a “problem of sequence”
in order to avoid too much repetitions, I decided to provide here only a minimum of institutional
information. Since the only intention of this section is to convey an impression of what contempo-
raries thought were the bottom lines regarding the KVs’ problems, this lack of additional infor-
mation may be acceptable. Hirsch (1875), for example, offers an early contemporary listing of the
KVs’ deficiencies.

20 Hiltrop (1869), pp. 223–225.
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In his opinion, this was so because of the assessment that:
“Sickness and pensions funds are so much different regarding their underlying basic princi-
ples, such that a fusion of both [in one scheme] is inappropriate and would not serve the pur-
pose.”21

Which factors or requirements that establish such differences had he in mind? Actually,
this is difficult to say. What we can say, in my opinion, is that a major and long-
standing claim made early in dealing with the KVs’ operations had been that small
funds were actuarially unviable regarding pension finance because of their inappropri-
ate size, and that the funds’ performance would considerably improve alongside a grow-
ing collective of insurants. The favored formula was simple: The larger the KV, the
better – if pension provision was addressed; however, if sickness insurance was ad-
dressed, then the formula would have to be re-stated as: The smaller the KV, the better.
This interpretation is in line with Hiltrop’s views, expressed a few years after the en-
actment of the basic regulations.
But Hiltrop was not alone in this view. Others, such as Albert Caron, Harry Karwehl,

Heinrich Imbusch, and Ferdinand Bertrams, expressed similar thoughts.22 Caron (1882),
for example, combined the implications of the “law of large numbers” – that the relative
frequency of an event x would steadily approach its true, but hitherto unknown proba-
bility of occurrence the more observations (i.e., in this case: insurants) are available –
with pricing considerations. He did so by considering the implicit degree of risk loading
as an important component of a premium, in addition to the expected value of costs and
the administrative overhead loading. He actually established a relationship between the
degree of risk loading and a KV’s size, such that a smaller KV would require a higher
risk loading:

“The first fundamental condition for a restructuring of Knappschaft insurance would be to
form large Knappschaft areas to bring into effect the law of large numbers. We would best
achieve this by merging all Prussian Knappschaften into one pension fund. […] It has to be
emphasized that the surcharge on top of the net payment of contribution to even out fluctua-
tions has to be larger, the smaller the collective of insurants is.”23

It should be noted here that Caron tackled an issue that is one of the cornerstones of
insurance economics: adequate pricing of an insurance contract.24

21 Hiltrop (1869), p. 223.
22 See Caron (1882), pp. 10–35, Karwehl (1907), pp. 61–71, Imbusch (1910), p. 61, and Bertrams

(1912), p. 1 413.
23 Caron (1882), p. 20. As Caron had pointed out in a publication one year earlier, the risk surcharge

was commonly considered part of “voluntary, market-based” insurance and was seen as a quantity
that mattered; see Caron (1881), p. 15.

24 Emery and Emery (1999) and Broten (2010) recently estimated the implicit degree of risk loading
for U.S. fraternal lodges and English friendly societies and concluded that both types of voluntary
organizations charged quite risk-adequate premiums. The obvious implication of Caron’s consid-
eration is, again, in line with standard insurance theory saying that the reduction in the variance of
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Beyond that, Caron made the case for merging KVs into larger entities as the inevi-
table prerequisite to reforming the unstable organizational structure of KVs, something
that the reform of the Knappschaft law had failed to address two decades earlier. He
actually seems to have been a kind of “structural optimist” since he continued to think
of one empire-wide institution that should be formed to the advantage of the entire sec-
tor and all insured workers:

“If one merged, in contrast, all the state’s funds into one organization, this would best guaran-
tee the survivability of the whole institution. For it can be concluded that mining in the whole
country would not at some time persistently decline below its current state.”25

Harry Karwehl more explicitly underlined the design flaw that was identified in the
high fragmentation as the “cancerous ulcer” of Knappschaft insurance.26 He tried as
well to make clear why one did well to consider small KVs inappropriate to deal with
the challenges of insuring miners:

“A small Knappschaft fund is much too sensitive to particular events occurring for the mine or
the few mines belonging to it. Such events may be: firedamp, coal-dust explosion, pit fires,
man-shaft accidents, epidemics, but also the depletion of the resource deposit or other tech-
nical or economic obstacles to operating a mine. Of these events, massive accidents drive
claims costs up extraordinarily and might also result, at the same time, in decreasing payments
of contributions.”27

This quote might remind the reader of what can be called in insurance theory and
pratice the “accumulation risk” to which an insurer might be exposed; it basically
means that the claim of insurant y is not independent of the occurrence of a claim by
insurant x.28

Based on this assessment, the natural consequence for Karwehl, as for his previous
speakers, was to advocate a necessary selection process during which unviable, small
KVs were to be merged into larger KVs:

“Further concentration is imperative, for, in addition to some individual disadvantages arising
for comrades from fragmentation, the small and smallest funds cannot, from the start, fulfill
the social tasks that a KV is basically intended to fulfill.”29

average costs is the necessary precondition for an insurer to lower the risk surcharge. In a competi-
tive environment, an insurer would very probably do so, and the premium would develop toward
an actuarially fair one, which is roughly equal to expected individual costs; see Emery and Emery
(1999), p. 81, and Broten (2010), pp. 35–40.

25 Caron (1882), p. 21.
26 Karwehl (1907), p. 71. Precsiely, he stated: “The German Knappschaft institution obviously suf-

fers from cancer: It is the fragmentation into various small funds.”
27 Karwehl (1907), p. 72.
28 The corresponding German term to “accumulation risk” is “Kumulrisiko.”
29 Karwehl (1907), p. 72. Heinrich Imbusch, to bring this famous workers’ representative into play,

points out the same problems that Hiltrop, Caron, and Karwehl wrote about. With respect to the
high fragmentation among KVs, he stated: “One of the basic evils regarding Knappschaft insur-
ance is its high degree of fragmentation. Instead of forming large pools of insurants, it was often
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Karwehl further makes the case for separating the KVs’ pension insurance section from
their sickness insurance section, thus substantiating design flaw (2) (as Hiltrop, for ex-
ample, had already done in 1869 – without proper explanation, however):

“All these facts force KVs to separate sickness insurance from pensions. A mere accounting
separation would not be enough; rather, an organizational separation is imperative. This is be-
cause sickness funds require small collectives of insurants such that members can monitor
each other, which is more effective and cheaper than administrative control by physicians; this
would help to identify causes of excess expenditures. […]. Pension funds, in contrast, require
large collectives of insurants with many members such that the law of large numbers comes in-
to effect, […]. […]. So, only for a large stock of insurants can regularities be identified regard-
ing the process of becoming invalid or dying […].”30

In this respect, Imbusch claimed that the rate of mergers was not sufficient, not the least
because mine owners might have refused to participate in them in order to maintain
autonomy and to retain control of their workforce:

“The belated amalgamation of smaller funds and the formation of larger area-related funds was
usually difficult because the state of assets often diverged, and KVs could not agree on how to
compensate each other; besides, employers wanted to have small funds per mine to better dis-
cipline their workforce.”31

Another contemporary, Peter Simons, earlier suggested, in 1890, that larger KV areas,
achievable by mergers, would result in a de-coupling of local, or even regional, eco-
nomic growth or decline and a KV’s financial state. This is because growing areas,
where deposits were still rich, could cross-subsidize stagnating areas, where deposits
were close to economic or technical exhaustion.32 An industry regulator would very
probably like this argument since it implies greater stability of the entire insurance sys-
tem. However, in a prospering mining area, employers as well as miners would very
probably not have liked to see their prosperity being redistributed to stagnating areas.
So why should have employers decided to absorb a stagnating KV if not for solidarity
or pressure by the regulator?
Ferdinand Bertrams’s (1912) assessment points in a similar direction:
“Where there were larger KVs, one could better compensate for recessions or diminishing
numbers of members. However, if the few mines (or the single mine) that were linked to a
small KV experienced demand crises or membership shrinkage, they were on the verge of
ceasing operations. Such insurance institutions must have their feet planted on solid ground
and be willing to make immense sacrifices to withstand the storms of bad times. Such sacrific-
es – increases in contributions without commensurate increases in benefits – were not always
easy to sell to the memberships.”33

the case that KVs came into existence for very small areas, if not for single mines;” Imbusch
(1910), p. 61.

30 Karwehl (1907), pp. 61–62.
31 Imbusch (1910), p. 61.
32 See Peter Simons (1890), p. 11.
33 Bertrams (1912), p. 1 413.


